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The students of English department of Widyagama Mahakam University 

Samarinda faced some problems of speaking. Based on the researcher's 

experience as a teacher and the results of preliminary study, it was revealed that 

the students were not confident to speak English, because they were always 

worried of making mistakes and their friends would laugh at them,  they were shy 

to speak English due to the lack of vocabulary and fluency, they hesitated to speak 

English because they thought that their English was not good enough, and they 

always thought about grammar and grammar, they were worried if their speaking 

was not grammatically correct, so that, they did not speak English much. 

The objective of the study was to implement the improvisations technique 

to improve the student’s speaking ability. In conducting the research, there were 

two components expected to be improved, they were improving the students’ 

speaking score and increasing the quality of classroom atmosphere of teaching 

speaking. The implementation of drama improvisation expected to improve 

students’ speaking score. They were pronunciation, grammatical accuracy, 

vocabulary, relevance of content or ideas, fluency, and manner of expression. The 

implementation of the research also focused on the classroom atmosphere. The 

classroom atmosphere concerned on two components. They were the students’ 

participation and the students’ performance. 

This study employed the collaborative classroom action research and it was 

done in two cycles. Each cycle consisted of four stages: (1) planning, (2) action, 

(3) observation, and (4) reflection. There were five meetings in each cycle; four 

meetings for the implementation of improvisations in the teaching of speaking and 

one meeting for conducting speaking test.  The instruments used to collect the 

data were: (1) observation checklist, (2) field-note, (3) a score sheet, and (4) a 

questionnaire.  

The result of the research showed that the criteria of success had been 

reached. There were two aspects determined as the success criteria of the 

implementation of improvisations in the teaching of speaking; score improvement 

and classroom atmosphere. The result of speaking test presented that the students 

had made some progress, the average scores raised from 2.72 in the pre-test, 3.09 

in cycle 1 and 3.76 in cycle 2. These scores indicated an increasing ability from 

being ‘fair’ to being ‘good’. The classroom atmosphere were also increasing 

positively; the students were actively involved in the teaching and learning 

process, indicated by 64% participated in cycle 1 and 73.79% participated in cycle 



2. The students were also highly motivated in joining the teaching learning 

process. They cooperated, asked, responded, and expressed spontaneously. 

To attain the implementation of the improvisations effectively, two keys 

were applied.  The first key was motivating the students of not to be shy and not 

worry of making mistakes. To train students’ confidence and fluency, the 

researcher told them to speak freely and loudly and use their emotions. The 

second key was the implementation of 5 steps in the teaching of speaking by using 

improvisations; simplify the topics of speaking, give more time to prepare the 

play, do rehearsal, develop students’ report, and prepare speaking aids. 

To apply improvisations techniques effectively, the teachers should 

consider the two keys in implementing improvisations that have been done in this 

study. By doing so, it is expected that they can improve the students’ speaking 

ability and enhance the atmosphere of teaching and learning process. The future 

researchers can use this result of the study as a basis in conducting a future 

research in teaching speaking by using drama improvisations. A good preparation 

of making various situations or topics of the role cards, the use of teaching aids, 

and motivating the students every single meeting of improvisation of the speaking 

class will enhance a better result of the future study. 

 


